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What  should  I  tell  you  about  this  new  Paranoya
album,  my brothers  and  sisters  ?  Perhaps  that  is
your senses in a pleasant way in disorder until only
fragments remain piecemeal , left? Or of the realists ,
who fools unmasked while others follow embittered
their function to the soundtrack of Disney ? 
Here comes a fresh wave, something unpredictable ,
not the same old stuff with the same old reps. 
11  times  punk  rock  wich  is  slowly  sneak  but  no
longer disappear from your ear canals.

Bandinfo

Paranoya is a Punkband, from Hamm und Duisburg
in Germany. The Band was founded in 1994. Finally
a  name was  given  two  years  later  -1996-  and  so
„Paranoya“ was  called  to  be.  The  Music  is  just
Punkrock.  Nothing more  nothing left!  But  they  just
trying to mix all Punkgenres and other stiles, they like
and creating a  own powerfull  sound.  Kombination,
experimentation  just  trying  is  the  „Credo“  of  the
Band. The Lyrics are painting a very gloomy but not
always  hopeless  picture.  They  discriptes
personal/autobiographical views and watching critical
on  the  society  development.  Paranoya  see
themselves  as  anti-fascists  and  did  many
benefitshows for  anti-fascists organizations.

Paranoya  plays  with  Bands  like  Dritte  Wahl,  Real
McKennzies, Argies, Ranterplan, D.O.A., and so on.
2014  the  Band  played  on  the  Fusionfestival  in
Germany.
Since 2004 the band exist in this constellation and
is touring, playing good concert, bad concerts,
mediocre concerts and that's all, folks!

D  iscography   
01. 1996 (Demo, 1996)

02. Manipulation (Demo, 1997)

03. Out (Vinyl 7“, NaUndrec!?, 1998)

04. No One (CD, Horror Business Records, 2000)

05. Live-Darmstadt (CD, D.I.Y, 2005)

06. Atmen (Vinyl/CD2008) 
(MajorThreat/Pararec./Unkrautrec.)
07. Beobachter (7”Vinyl,2012)
( Major Threat/Pararec.)

Band
Hendrik: Gitarre, Gesang 
Thorsten: Schlagzeug, Gesang 
Marco: Bass, Gesang
Zwiebel: Gitarre, Gesang

Band, Booking:
Hendrik Spließ

Tel.: 0179-9107885

www.paranoya-online.de

www.paranoya.bandcamp.com

e-mail: paranoya55@gmx.de

Labels/Vertrieb:
www.kotzbrocken-info.de
www.elfenart.de
www.sn-rex.de.be 
www.brokensilence.de

http://www.sn-rex.de.be/
http://www.kotzbrocken-info.de/
mailto:paranoya55@gmx.de
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/discography.html
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